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Year in Review
The following is an overview of some of the many enhancements that were added to WestlawNext Canada in 2016. These enhancements were
implemented in large measure as a response to your comments and suggestions for improvements. Thank you for your feedback. You have helped us to
make WestlawNext Canada a better service.
Deeper Content

Enhanced Functionality

Improved Research

Canadian Business Law Journal

This prominent Journal can now be found under
Articles and Newsletters category

Folder Sharing

In addition to sharing with users within your organization, now
you can share folders with users outside of your organization

New Trade-marks Act Table of Concordance on
IPSource

Table of concordance showing section-bysection impact of changes to Trade-marks Act

New Research and Writing Tools

Legal research checklist

Annotated memo template

Notes Sharing

Share notes and annotations with other users within your
organization

New IP Quantum Tables Featured on IPSource

Six tables organized by topical area, with
summaries of cases and discussion of damages
awarded in each case

Browse-All for Legislation

Review legislation (by Part or the entire Act) as single
document, instead of by each section or clause individually

Law Reports articles

Available exclusively on BestCase Library and
Criminal Source
Dominion Law Reports: 1912-1945
Canadian Criminal Cases: 1905-1952

Abbreviation List now available from LawSource
Home Page

Link to list of abbreviations (for courts, tribunals,
jurisdictions, unions, and law reports) used in
the Canadian Abridgment

Alert Management Centre

Administrators can create and manage organization-owned
alerts for entire account

Words and Phrases Enhancement

In order to make entries more concise and
readable, definitions that are exactly or almost
exactly the same have been consolidated

Drafting Assistant

Microsoft Word plug-in that analyzes documents: inserts live
link for citations; adds current KeyCite flag for case law; and
auto-generates Table of Authorities

New Occupational Health and Safety General
Subject

Allows researchers to use filters to narrow down
their search results by this new general subject

Custom Pages

Personalize your start page to your specific research needs
Find Dropdown Template

Access the Find and KeyCite feature from any page on
WestlawNext Canada simply by clicking FIND button at right
side of main search box

WHAT’S NEW
MacDonald & Partners LLP, Wilton and Joseph Collection of Family Law Memos
The MacDonald & Partners LLP, Wilton and Joseph Collection of Family Law Memos launched on November 15, 2016. This Collection is the first of its
kind, containing memos of extremely high quality content, authored and edited by Ann Wilton, Research Associate, and Gary Joseph, Managing Partner, of
MacDonald & Partners LLP, one of the premier family law boutique firms in Toronto. This Collection is extremely well organized, covers niche topics, and
canvasses the law in a detailed, balanced manner.
Each Specialty Collection memo begins by providing a general history/current state of the law, offering the relevant legal test and how it has been applied.
This saves you time and therefore reduces non-billable time, by quickly and effectively bringing you up to speed on an area that would otherwise take
considerably longer to research, synthesize and digest.
The Family Law Memo Collection will initially consist of 200 memos and, similar to our Legal Memoranda subscription, will be updated every 3 years at the
latest.
Topics that are covered include, but aren’t limited to:
− Property
− Custody and Access
− Spousal Support
− Child Support
− Separation and Divorce
− Domestic Agreements
− Arbitration
− Procedural Matters
− Costs
Existing customers can access the Specialty Collection from three different avenues:
• The FamilySource page
• The Litigator homepage
• The Legal Memoranda links from the WestlawNextCanada and Source product home pages. A separate link to the Specialty Collection will appear under
a new heading called “Featured Content” on the right hand pane.
Find out more about Family Legal Memos.
For Frequently Asked Questions, click here.

Dimock Stratton’s Intellectual Property Law Newsletter on IPSource has changed its name
Dimock Stratton’s Intellectual Property Law Newsletter on IPSource has changed its name to DLA Piper Intellectual Property Law Newsletter. The
newsletter is still accessible in the same location under the “CURRENT AWARENESS” section on the right side of the IPSource home page.

Issues of Dimock Stratton’s Intellectual Property Law Newsletter published prior to November 2016 can be found by following the link to DLA Piper
Intellectual Property Law Newsletter and then browsing recent documents or using the search bar.

The newsletter continues to be a source of cases and issues of interest to intellectual property practitioners.

COMING SOON
Find & Print
Coming soon, you will have the ability to find and print multiple documents by citation (along with their related content), at the same time using a new Find
& Print function. The Find & Print page will allow you to enter up to 100 Canadian citations separated by a semicolon or a hard return on separate lines.

RESEARCH TIPS
Tribunal Coverage
LawSource coverage of tribunal decisions can easily be accessed from the LawSource home page. Simply select the LawSource Tribunal Coverage link
under ABOUT:

You will be taken to a document outlining a full list of LawSource’s tribunal coverage for the federal jurisdiction and common law provinces, broken down
by Board, topical areas and corresponding coverage:

LawSource contains all tribunal decisions published in print reporters from 1997 forward, and the full text of all decisions reported in Labour Arbitration
Cases since 1948. LawSource also includes the following key unreported tribunal decisions: all decisions cited in a court decision or reported tribunal
decisions (from 2000 forward); and all decisions cited in Carswell analytical materials (such as the Canadian Encyclopedic Digest). Please note that this
document does not cover every tribunal decision available on LawSource; rather it includes tribunals for which there is a definable collection on
LawSource.

Online Help now available
You can now access a wealth of online tutorials, Quick Reference Cards and training and support information from within the WestlawNext Canada
service.
Look for the NEED HELP/TRAINING? section located in the right frame of the Source service start page, Legislative Concordances and McGill Guide
pages to link to the Customer Learning Centre where you can view short video tutorials or read a Quick Reference Card on the topic for which you need
help.
Look for more WestlawNext Canada Help links coming soon.

